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THEORY OR PRE-CLOSURES 
CHAPTER I 
Introd-gction
Closure operators have appeared throughout the litera­
ture of mathematics in many guises» The first formulation 
of closure operators was given by E.E» Moore in 1910 in his 
investigations of general analysis [11] when he spoke of a 
property n of subsets of a set S being extensionally attain­
able if (i) S had the property m, and (ii) if a family
jgj. of subsets of S had the property m, then so did
the set f ] IA. : j s j ]  . With this definition Moore called 
J
the least subset having the property m and containing a
given set A the closure of A (with respect to m). If we
construe the notion of satisfying a property m to simply
mean membership in a given subfamily of the power set of S,
then Moore’s definition is in perfect agreement with that
used today. As examples of such closure operations we can
look at algebraische Hüllensystemen [17], the well-known
Kuratowski closure operator, Lorenzen’s proof of the General
Existence Theorem for primitive recursion, etc.
In 1930 Tarski [21] axiomatized some of the fundamental
concepts used in logic by means of closures which he called
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Polgerungen— the fact that Folgerungen were closures was 
first noted by J. Schmidt in [16]. Tarski’s work employed 
the current definition of a closure operator (if we drop his 
requirement that the domain be countable), and he developed 
most of the elementary properties of closed sets. His most 
important theorem— the theoretical possibility of extending 
a consistent set of statements to a complete system— failed 
to provide an approach toward finding an effective axiom­
atisation of number theory because of Godel’s incompleteness 
theorem which appeared the following year, and unfortunately 
this seems to have ended Tarski’s research into the struc­
ture of closure operators. G. Birkhoff brought closures 
back in his 19^0 Lattice Theory as a way of looking at com­
plete lattices and investigated (also later with 0. Brink, 
Jr.) the lattice of closed subsets, and in the early forties
0. Ore did intensive work in extending the theory of topo­
logical spaces to closure spaces as well as studying the 
lattice of all closures on a given set. In 1952 J. Schmidt 
gave his famous axiomatic characterization of closed sets 
of an algebraic closure. More recent papers on closure 
theory have been rather limited, so in this thesis some 
interesting new directions will be explored.
The approach used here will revolve about a less pop­
ular set mapping which I will call a pre-closure (the same 
name is used by D. Higgs ; P. Hammer calls them expansive 
in [10]) which one encounters frequently— for example in the
constructive definition of a subalgebra generated by a set 
of elements (see [20]), in the extension of a set of con­
sistent statements, in the theory of semi-spaces, etc. 
Although pre-closures are usually associated with algebras, 
Jo Schmidt points out their origin in Analysis [15]:
"im allgemeineren Fall wird man die Polge (M^), 
die einer sukzessiven Hintereinanderausfiihrung des 
Operators Q ihre Entstehung verdankt, durch eine 
transfinite in allgemeinen iiberzahlbaren Ordinal- 
typus zu ersetzen haben; Musterbeispiel hierfiir 
sind die Baireschen Funktionenklassen, aus denen 
auch die Idee der gestuften Raume entsprungen ist."
We will be primarily working with pre-closures for 
general algebraic considerations— as tools to analyze clo­
sures as well as objects of interest in their own right.
A probable reason for their lack of success to date has 
been their relegation to a secondary role, as for example 
the following passage by J. Schmidt states (see [16]): 
"oieser Fundamentale Charakter kann meines Er- 
achtens den sogenannten ^gestuften' oder 'mehr- 
stufigen' Raumen, bei den der Begriff des Hüllen- 
operators durch weglassen des Axioms der Idem- 
potenz abgeschwacht wird, nicht mehr zugebilligt 
warden. Jene allgemeineren Operatoren stellen im 
Grunde nichts als eine spezielle unter zahlreichen 
anderen Erzeugungsweisen von Eüllenstrukturen dar,°
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ein selbststandiges Intéressé bieten sie darüber 
hinaus woh.1 kanm.'*'
Pre-closures could be dispensed with in parts of the 
following just as almost any definition in mathematics can 
be eliminated at the expense of lengthier and more cumber­
some proofso But without strategically selected inter­
mediate definitions it is often quite difficult to formulate 
an attack on a problem in a comprehensible manner, and many 
of the theorems in the following will show just how pleasant 
it is to have a calculus of pre-closureso
After examining the basic structure of the lattice of 
pre-closures we define several special families of pre­
closures and look at their respective structures within the 
lattice of pre-closures, in particular whether the families 
are closed under union or intersections Following this we 
look at how the various families are related, deducing an 
important theorem which will be needed in the representation 
theorems, and then Chapter 1 concludes with some results con­
cerning the ties between supremum and composition.
Chapter 11 parallels some of the standard questions in 
general algebra and shows, for example, thar every algebraic 
closure space can be isomorphically embedded in an N-ary 
closure spaces Later closure congruences are characterized 
in a simple and elegant manner, and in the concluding section 
two interesting representation theorems are given. The 
author has attempted to give appropriate references to all 
theorems which are not original with this paper»
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1. structure of the Lattice of Pre-closures
Let S be a fixed sets A pre-closure oa S is a set- 
mapping C from "P(8) to "P(S) which satisfies the two con­
ditions ;
(i) P S  C(P) for all P contained in S, and
(ii) P S  Q implies C(P) ^  C(Q) for all P,Q in S.
A set mapping with property (i) is called extensive, and 
with (ii) isotone.
It is convenient to formulate the study of the family 
^  of pre-closures on S in lattice-theoretical terms, so 
we will begin by defining a partial ordering s  on by:
S  Cg if and only if C^(P) S  0^(1) for all P contained 
in S, It is trivial to verify that S  actually is a partial 
ordering, and furthermore that with respect to this partial 
ordering the supremum and infimum (denoted by U and re­
spectively) of any two pr^--closures exist, and are defined 
pointwise by (C^ U  CgJCP) = C^(P) U  CgCP), (C^ A 0^)0?) = 
C^(P) f) [^(P). Thus ( (^  , S  ) defines a lattice which shall 
be denoted by aC » The first proposition shows that ^  in­
herits many of the properties of 1P (S) o
PROPOSITION 1; X  is a complete lattice satisfying the infi­
nite distributive laws c
Proof: The proof is a straightforward consequence of
the fact that lP(S) has these properties and noting 
that if is a subset of eT ? then
U  {c : asA? maps a subset of S, say P, into
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U|c^(P); asA^, and dually A a s A ^  maps the 
set P into f] |c^(P) : as A | .
Suppose I is an initial segment of the ordinals, and 
\o^: ael} is a family of pre-closures indexed by I. Then 
we define the ordinal composition y. f ael| recursively 
by ]i fC^: a<p/ = Cg(y | C^ ; a<p j ) for p in I, and
y I C : a<p} = U |y : y<a } : a<p} for all limit ordi-cx y
nais p which satisfy the condition that a<P implies ael»
Por the special case in which all of the C are equal we
will adopt a notation suggested by exponentiation, namely
= y, f cx<Pl if P is not a limit ordinal, and =
y cx<p| if p is a limit ordinal. One of the most
important properties of X  is :
PROPOSITION 2: is closed under ordinal composition.
Proof: (By transfinite induction on the length of the
initial segment I.) I f l = { l } ,  then y f C^: cusl}
= which is a member of ^  . Now suppose the 
theorem is true for all families with index set 
properly contained in I. Then we will consider
two cases to show that it is also true for I.
Case (i). Suppose I has a maximal member p. Let 
fC^: ael| be a family of pre-closures indexed by 
lo Since ael} = Cg(y[c^: a<P } ), and since
y a<p} is a member of by the induction
hypothesis, it suffices to show that the composition 
of two pre-closures is again a pre-closure. So sup-
pose and Cg are any two members of X  , and 
P S. S. Prom CgC^fP) 3  C.(P) 3  ? we have the 
extensive property, and if A B —  S, then 
C^(A) S  C^(B), so CgC^CA) S  CpC^CB), and thus 
CgC. is a member of X •
Case (ii). Suppose I does not have a maximal mem­
ber. Then y, {C^: asl } = U{diC^: ael^, is an 
initial segment of the ordinals properly contained 
in l]j , and combining the induction hypothesis 
with the completeness of X gives the conclusion.
Evelyn Nelson [12] has pointed out that, considering 
composition as a binary operation, (Z ,•) is a positively 
ordered semi-group, and from this she deduces some interest­
ing results related to those which will appear in section 4 
of this chapter.
Although f(S) is a Boolean algebra, such is not the 
case with X because of:
PROPOSITION 3: A pre-closure G has a complement in X if
and only if C(A U B) = C(A) [j B for all A and 3 in P  ( S ' ) .
Proof: Noting that the all element of X is given by
the mapping which takes ? into S, and the null ele­
ment of X by the mapping which takes ? into ?, we 
have the result that C is the complement of C in X 
implies G(P) U C(P) = S and C(P) H  C(P) = P (for all
p- contained in G), and this is true if and only if
G(p) = P U (s - C(P)). rnus C(AU B) = A U  3 U
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(s - C(A u B)) &  A u B u (s - C(A)) = C(A) U B= 
Conversely, C(A U B) = C(A) U B for A,B S  S 
implies C(P) = C(^) U P, and letting C(P) equal 
P U (S - c(f^ )) we have C(P) U C(P) = 8 and
G(P) h C(P) = P, ioeo C is indeed the complement 
of Co
Since cT is distributive, it follows that an element 
with a complement necessarily has a unique complement, and 
further the complemented elements form a sublattice « The 
next proposition shows the structure of this sublattice « 
PROPOSITION 4-: The sublattice of complemented elements of
^  is isomorphic to the Boolean of So
Proof; Consider the canonical mapping cp from 7P(S) to 
Z  where (cp(P))(Q) = P U Q»
Go Birkhoff (see pgo 58 in [4]) defines a lattice to 
be t-atomic if, for any two elements a and b with a<b, 
there is at least one maximal well-ordered chain connecting 
the points a and b„ A lattice is i-atomic if its dual is 
t -atomic 0
PROPOSITION 5: The lattice ^  is f-atomic and i*-atomic,
Proof: Let C and 0° be two members of X with C ^  0°.
let A^ ,,or, ,A^ be a well-ordering of the subsets of 
S in such a manner that A^ S  A^ implies y <
(The existence of such an ordering can be shown by 
Zorn’s Lemma0) Let 3^ 3000,3  ^be a well-ordering of 
the elements of S.
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Define a well-ordered sequence ? of pre­
closures as follows. Let C-, = C, and if C is
1 Y
defined; let = C (P) if P / where 5
is the least ordinal (if it exists) such that
C°(A&) / O^CAj), and let = C^(Aj) |J
I inf £ c°CA^) - C (A^)IJ . And for limit ordinals
a simply set = Ufc^; y<a J o
is clearly a pre-closure; and if is a mem­
ber of oT 5 then 0^+2 is easily seen to be extensive. 
Suppose A and B are subsets of S with A properly con­
tained in Bo If neither A nor B is equal to the A.
described above, then it is also clear that C^^^CA)
^  C and if B = A^, then it follows that
= C^(A) CC^(B) S  C^(B) U  Iinf&C°(Ag^) - 
C^(A^) }J = C ^^(B)« Suppose now that A = A^, Then 
B = A^ for some ordinal t which is less than 6 , and 
thus C^+i(B) = = C^(A^) = C°(A^) = C°(B),
so clearly C ^^(A) Por limit ordinals
a we simply apply the completeness of X  to show that 
is in X  if C is in ^  for all y<Oc This shows 
that f J is a chain of pre-closures between C and 
C°5 and by construction it is well-ordered.
If is in the above-mentioned chain and C / C°,
I
Then for some Ô we have C^(A^) / C°(A^)« so 0^ /
Therefore there is an s such that s is the
least ordinal for which = 0°, Por y<e^ G and
Y
—10~
0
Y+1 differ on exactly one subset of S, and then by 
only one sleicent of S, so C -, covers C . With thisY-ri Y
it is easy to see that the chain Cn,...,C is maxi­
mal, completing the first part of the proof.
A parallel argument shoms that of is -atomic.
2. Special Pre-closures and Their Lattice Properties 
We will work with the following basic types of pre­
closures throughout the rest of the paper. If is a card­
inal number, then an A" pre-closure satisfies the condition
C(P) = UfC(Q): Q S  P, Q < A ’i - (A double-bar over a set
symbol is to be read "the cardinality of...^.) If C is an 
X q pre-closure, then we say it is algebraic (also domain 
finite or compact)— the choice of the word algebraic is 
motivated by the fact that the natural closure associated 
with a general algebra is an pre-closure (see [I?])* A
pre-closure is y  -ary if C= for some ordinal oc,
where C ^ (P) = U^C(Q): Q c  p and %  J . Thus an X
pre-closure is an X  -S-ry pre-closure. Por the special
case that X  is finite we will call such a pre-closure by 
the generic name enary. Finally, a closure is an idempotent
P
pre-closure, i.e. C = C.
We will need a function from the cardinals to the ord­
inals defined as follows: if X  is a cardinal number, then 
a( X ) is the least ordinal such that the cardinality of 
all ordinals less than or equal to it is X  » Also we
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recall that an ordinal a is refsular provided no smaller ordi­
nal is cofinal with it.
PROPOSITION 6 ; The pre-closures are closed under arbi­
trary supremum, and they form a sublattice if ^  ;
furthermore, if a ( ^  ) is regular then they are closed 
under ordinal composition.
Proof: Let be a family of pre-closures.
If X £ U  C_(P), then for some a, x £ C (P). Thus 
8. 8
there is a Q ^  P such that * < X  x £ C (Qj.
From this we see that x s U  (Q): asA? .
Suppose now that ^  , and C-, and Cp are
pre-closures. If x £ C^(F) fl Cp(P), then x e C^(Q^) 
and X £ GgCOg), where and Qg ^re contained in P
and have cardinality less than . But then x is 
in (C^ f) CLjCQi U Qp cardinality
less than X  «
If X  such that a ( ^  ) is regular, then let 
0  ^ and Cp be two X  pre-closures and suppose x s 
CiCp(P). Then x e 0^(3) for some contained in 
C,(?) with Q < )\ . If y s Q, then y e Cp(Q^) for
some contained in P with < )\ . therefore
X £ C^CpCUfOy: y £ QJ), and since the cardinality 
of U£'^,: ysQl is less than , it follows that 
CyCp is an X  pre-closure. Now from the fact that 
the union of X  pre-closures is again an X  pre­
closure, we can conclude that the ordinal composi-
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tion of )\ pre-closures is again an pre-closure 
if (x( ) is regular.
The family of pre-closures is not in general closed 
under arbitrary intersection as the following example indi­
cates (where is infinite). Let S be the set of ordinals 
less than or equal to ), and for each ordinal 3 less
than a( ^  ) define Cg(P) = P if {1,2,... ,3j:^P, and 
otherwise Cg(f) = S. Then with A = £ ssS: s < cx(,\^  ) J we
have ( D  Cp)(A) = 3, but a( y  ) does not belong to (flCg)(B) 
for any B S A  such that 'F < a( )\ ).
The family of y ”-ary pre-closures will be examined in 
the next section, but for the present we will see that it 
is possible that two enary closures may fail to have an 
enary intersection. Consider the following construction 
on 'P(IA’I), where I is the set of positive integers:
0^1(1,!),(!,3)? = f(l,2)f
E(l,2n),(l,2n+3)3 = i(l,2n+2)3 , n=l,2,...,
o\(P) = P otherwise;
Og f(k,l),(k,3)J = I(k,2)f , k=2,3,...
02 f(k,2n),(k,2n+3)J = |(k,2n+2)J , n=l,2,...; k=2,3,..
OgC?) = P otherwise.
Let (P) = U f o . (3): 3 S P j  u P, for i=l,2. It is 
easy to see that cp^. is a pre-closure, actually a 5 pre­
closure. Then defined by is a 3-ary closure
for i = 1,2. Now, for k = 1,2,... identify the point (k,k)
of "p (I%I) with (l,k), and let A be all points of the
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form (k,2n-l) where k and n range over the positive integers, 
Then {(l,2n): n=l,2,.,.J is a subset of Ch(A) for i=l,2. 
But if 2N is an even integer, then (1,2N) does not belong 
to (C2 )jj(A)5 and since (2N,2n) is not in C^(A) for any n/N, 
it follows that for n/N the point (23\2n) does not belong 
to D  CpCA), and therefore (1,2N) is not in (C^ A 
for any ordinal a„ i.e. Cg is not enary.
Bor future reference Proposition 7 will be stated—  
its content has been known for some time,
PROPOSITION 7 : The intersection of an arbitrary family of
closures is a closure, but not necessarily a finite union 
or composition.
Proof; (see, e.g., [7])
Another important classification is that of a topologi­
cal pre-closure, namely one which satisfies the additive 
property C(A U  B) = 0(A) U  0(B).
PROPOSITION 8: The topological pre-closures are closed
under arbitrary union and ordinal composition.
Proof: If ^^a^asA ^ family of topological pre-
closures, then ( U  asA |)(P U Q) =
( U asA})(P) U ( U asA j )(Q), and 
CiCgfP UQ) = c^ cCzCP) U CgCQ)) = C^ C^ CP) U 
The topological pre-closures do not form a sublattice, 
for consider and Cp defined on S = fl,2,5| by C^(£l|)
= [l], C^(|2|) = £2,3j, and C^(P) = S otherwise; C^CEl})
= 11,5/5 Cp(f2j) = £2 5, Cp(P) = P otherwise. Then
- 14-
(C^n C2)(fl,2 ]) but (C^n U(C^nC^(2)
= Zl,2j.
5 . Relationships between the Special 
Types of Fre-closures 
PROPOSITION 9: (Schmidt-Hammer). If C is a pre-closure, 
then for some ordinal a we actually have 0*^  is a closure. 
Proof: (Straightforward).
PROPOSITION 10: If 0 is an ^  pre-closure, then 0^^'^ ^ is 
an X  closure, provided a( X  ) is regular.
Proof: By Proposition 6 it is immediate that is an
X  pre-closure, where a = a( X  )- therefore we 
only need to show that 0^ is idempotent. Let x be 
in c'^ C°^ (?) o Since is an X  pre-closure, there 
is a Q in c'^ (P) such that x s C^(Q) and '-4 < X  - 
Por each y in Q there is an ordinal a less than a 
such that y s C^J(P) ( because a is necessarily a 
limit ordinal). Let 0 be the supremum of the a . 
Prom the fact that Q < X  "we cap conclude that p is 
less than a. Therefore C'^ (Q) S  C^(C^(P))
= U  Ic^^^(P): Y < cnj ^  C-^ (P) . Thus x is in C°^ (P) , 
and this gives 0^ °^  S  0°^ .
As an easy consequence of Proposition 10 we have the 
following three results.
COROLLARY 10.1; Suppose C is an pf*pre-closure and a ( X  ) 
is a regular ordinal for some X  greater than or equal to 
X  . Then 0^ '"'^   ^ is an X  closure.
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Proof; We need only note that G is an }\ pre-closure. 
REMARK: If G is the natural pre-closure associated with 
a partial algebra, then the least such regular ordinal in 
the above corollary is called the ordinal dimension of the 
partial algebra by Jürgen Schmidt [20].
COROLLARY 10.2: Let C be any -ary closure. If a.( ) is
a regular ordinal, then C = (G., \
A
Proof: Let O-i ) be a regular ordinal and 0 an A’-ary
closure. Then for some ordinal a we have C =
By Proposition 10 we know that ( C ^ ^  
is a closure. Since C is a closure we have the 
inequality (G S  C. Now C S   ^ leads
/ y /N />
to (Cy S. (C Y ^, and the conclusion follows.
COROLLARY 10.3: Por every cardinal X" such that a( X ) is
regular the family of X-ary closures is identical with the 
family of AT closures.
Proof: Clearly every closure is an -ary closure.
Conversely, if C is A'-&ry then from Proposition 
10 and Corollary 10.2 it follows that C is an 
closure.
PROPOSITION 11; Suppose C is an A^ closure with o,( A^ ) reg­
ular. Then for any cardinal A^ *^ it is true that C is X  *
-ary if and only if C('-i) = (G ^(O) for all sets with
cardinality less than
Proof: Suppose C satisfies the hypothesis of the first
sentence. Then for any P, C(P) = U£c(0); ^  P,
-16-
Q, <  X ’ ]  ° If the second part of the bi-implication
is true, we can rewrite the last equation as C(P)
= U Q S  P, ^  < X  J , and this in
turn is clearly contained in ^(P). Thus
A
C c  (C \  and since C is a closure we can
rewrite the last expression using equality,
Por the converse we consider the following two 
cases, (i) If X  ’ then the conclusion fol­
lows from Corollary 10.1 if we note that Cyjf. is 
an A"”*"pre-closure. Por then from the hypothesis
we have 0 = (G for some ordinal a, and from
the corollary we see that (C  ^ is a closure,
so necessarily C = (C \  so in particular
C(Q) = (C )(Q,) for all sets Q with cardi­
nality less than (ii) If X  < X^'> then
Cy ^  C y i m p l i e s  (Cy)'^ -^'''  ^c  (C \  and
then from the fact that G y  = G we easily con­
clude that G = (G \
PROPOSITION 12: If 0 is an y  -ary closure and O"^  is an
X  pre-closure with G S  G, where a ( X  ) Is regular and 
a( X  ) is no less than a(X^) » then G =  ^ if and only
if ^(Oj = C(Q) for all Q such that ^  < X  '
Proof: Letting a denote a ( X  )« first we note that
0^ ^  0, hence S  G since G is a closure. The
proof in one direction is trivial, so we assume 
0(Q) = G*^(Q) for all Q such that Q" < A’’ . Then,
-17-
for any P, C^ (^ (P) = UfC(Q): Q S  P, Q < /TJ =
U |C*°^(Q): Q C  P, q < y  J ^  C*'^(p). Thus we
have Cj^ y S  (f~^ , and since o ’*" is a closure by 
Corollary 10.1 we can deduce (C —  0^^. Since 
C is ^-ary, we can apply Corollary 10.2 to obtain 
the desired conclusion,
PROPOSITION Ip : Let C be a closure. Then 0 is 7^ - ary if
and only if there exists an pre-closure C* such that
C = C*^ for some ordinal a.
Proof; If C is X  -ary, then we can simply choose C to
be C^ , . For the converse, since C = C^, then
c"*'S C. Thus Cy S  Cy , so C*^ S  (C^,)^, i.e.,
C S ( C ,7 )^ . Now, since C is a closure and C., S  C
A
we have ( C y " S  C, and the proposition is proved.
A fifth category of pre-closure which has not explicit­
ly appeared in the literature but will play an important 
role in this paper is the operational closure. If G is an 
enary closure and C(Qj is countable (possible finite) for 
all finite G., then C will be called operational, and if in 
particular C is N-ary, then N will be called an index for C. 
It is an easy consequence of the definition that if C is 
N-ary for some finite K and 0(0) is countable for all % of 
cardinality less than N, then C is operational with index N. 
If we restrict our attention to operational closures, then 
we can state a result parallel to Proposition Ip, but con­
siderably stronger. The next theorem will be the key to one
-18-
of the representation theorems. The value of Proposition 14 
is the availability of a slow growth pre-closure to replace 
an operational closure.
PROPOSITION 14; Let 0 be a closure. Then C is operational
if and only if there exist a pre-closure 0* and positive
integers II and L such that :
(i) C =
*
(ii) 0 is M-ary
(iii) C (Q) < L for all such that Q <
Proof: Suppose we have a 0 such that (i)-(iii) are
satisfied. Then from (i) and (ii) and Proposition 
15 it follows that C is LI-ary. Prom (ii) and (iii) 
it follows that C^(P) is finite when P is finite. 
Thus G is operational with index M.
The proof of the converse is a little more in­
volved. Let C be operational (with index N)- If 
Q is any subset of 3 such that ^ < N, then we know 
by the remark above that ü(Q) is countable and 
therefore we can assume that the elements of C(Qj 
have been indexed as follows: Ü ( %) - Ea^^ka?^,..J» 
(where the sequence might be finite), furthermore 
it is consistent to require that the above sequences 
satisfy: 1) all members of a given sequence are dis- 
tinct, and 2) the members of Q, appear first in a.^,
a ___
Now, for any subset R of 3 such that R < Nel
-19-
defiae C^(R) to be the set R (J J (J
Q S  R, Q, < N, and e R } with the understanding
that the expression a^^ is to be deleted from the 
above if C(p) is empty.
The following three properties of C* are easy 
consequences of the definition of C , where, of 
course, R has less than N+1 elements.
n  ‘'.1. R <5 C (R)
C^.2. C'^ (R) Ç  C(R)
Because of C . 3 it is possible to extend the 
domain of definition of C*" to all of 2'^  by 
c^.4. C*(P) = U{c’^(R): R S: ?, ¥  < N+1 J .
Ne will assume C to be so extended, and then note 
that from the four properties above it easily fol­
lows that C is an algebraic pre-closure. Then 
from C .2. and C .4, and the monotonicity condition 
for C we conclude C*(P) S  C(R) for any ?, i.e.,
S C .
Let q be such that q < N. If C(q) = p, then nec- 
essarily C (Q) = C(q). Ror this special case it is 
immediate that G(q) = (C*)^^(Q). So, now we will 
assume that C(q) / p. Then from the restriction (2) 
on the sequence a,. ^  and from the definition of C*(q)
1
we have a^^ s G (Gj. Suppose n is a positive inte- 
;er and s Then s so,
—^0—
by a simple iaductioa argument v;e have ...?
is a subset of Q), i.e. C(Q) S C ’^'^ (Q). But 
since S  C, it follows that = C(Q) for
all ’4 such that Q < N, and then from Proposition 12
ihCU
we have C = C . Now if we let M = N+1 and L = 
N+2+2^^^(N+l), then it is straightforward to show 
that the three conditions of Proposition 14 are 
satisfied by C .
PROPOSITION 15: In general we have G is operational implies
0 is enary, and 0 is enary implies 0 is algebraic, but not 
conversely.
Proof: The implications are clear. To show that enary
does not imply operational we need only to find an 
enary closure G such that 0(0) is uncountable for 
some finite Q. Let S be the real line. Define
G(A) = 3 for all A. To show algebraic does not
imply enary, let 3 be the positive integers.
Define: C(A) - A U [2n+2: 2,4,...,2n a A ] . Then 
G is algebraic, but not enary.
4. Gomposition and Supremum 
The relationship between composition and supremum is 
a rather difficult one to characterize. Prom the Schmidt- 
Hammer theorem we know that given a pre-closure C there is
some ordinal a such that 0°^  is a closure, and indeed G^ is
the least closure greater than or equal to G. We may also
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say th a t  i s  the l e a s t  closure with the same f ix -p o ia t s  
as C. Let us designate the minimal such ordinal  by 0(C). 
PROPOSITION 15: Let and Op be two p re -c losu res .  Then
(0^ U S (C ^C g )^  for  a l l  ordinals  a; and i f  a i s  a
l im i t  o rd ina l ,  then (G  ^ U = (C^C^)^.
Proof: Since (0  ^ |J Cg) S  C^Cp, i t  easiljy. follows th a t
(C^ U Cg)^ S  (C^Cp)'^ for  a l l  ord inals  a. To show 
the second pa r t  we note th a t  uhe l im i t  ordinals  are 
well-ordered and use t r a n s f i n i t e  induction as f o l ­
lows. For N an in te g e r ,  ^  (C. IJ
and thus (C^Cg) S .  (C^ Ü Cp)"'. Combining th i s  with 
the above gives (C. [J Cp)^ = (C^Cp)'^. Now suppose 
(C^ U  Cg)^ = (C^Cp)^ fo r  a l im i t  ordinal a. Then 
fo r  N a p os i t ive  in tege r ,  (C^C2 )"^(C^C2 )°^  S .
_ ( c^ U  C2 )^^(C^U 02)° ,^ so (C^u 02)°""' ,^
and since cc+UJ is  a l im i t  o rd ina l ,  then ( [^02)^^^^
= (C. U Cp)° ’^*’^ .  Now suppose a i s  a l im i t  of l im i t  
ord inals  and fo r  p a l im it  o rd inal  le ss  than a 
assume (C^ U Cg)^ = (C^Cg)!^. Then (C^ |J =
Ü U  ^2 )^: 3 i s  a l im i t  o rd inal  le ss  than ocj
= U 3 i s  a l im i t  ord inal  less  uhan a }
= (C^Cp)%.
From Proposit ion 6 and Corollary 10.1 we can make 
upper es timates of 0(C. (J Cp), and from Proposi t ion 16 
we have a lower bound as s ta te d  in the following.
COROLLARY 16.1: 0(0^ IJ Cp) > C(CmCp), with equali ty  i f
^^^1^2  ^ i s  a l im i t  o rd inal .
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Proof: Suppose a < O(C^Cp). Then (C-jC^)'^ ? (C^Cp)^.
Therefore (C^Cp)^ / (C^Cp)P, where g = OfC^Cg).
Now (C^ U c(c^Cp)°^, so (C^ U Cp)°^  / (C^Cp)^.
But (C^ U  Cp)^ = (C^Cp)^, where y = 0(G^ (J Cp), so
Y > ex. and this gives C(C^ U  Cp) > O(C.Cp).
We can deduce considerably stronger conditions if the 
pre-closures satisfy some sort of commutative condition, 
but first let us look at the awkward behavior of simple 
commutativity. Suppose C^Cp = CpC^. Then we can easily 
conclude C^’^Cp^ = Cp^G^" if m and n are finite, but for 
arbitrary ordinals this relationship fails as the following 
counter-example shows. Consider and (pp defined on 1P(S),
where S = fx < cv} , by pp({x:x<n}) = £x: x<n+l} , for
n < Co , and p^(F) = F otherwise, Pp(F) = 3 if Sup(P) = cu , 
otherwise Pg(F) = F. Then define the ore-closures C_. by
C  1.
Ch(F) = U{cp^(C^): Q S  F 1 , for i = 1,2. (It is readily 
seen that these are indeed pre-closures). It is easy to
CO fo
verify that and Cp commute, but Cp / CpC^ since 
CpC^(IlJ) = S and C^Cp(IU) = S - IcoJ. Thus the
hypothesis of the following proposition should not appear 
unduly restrictive.
FHOFGoITICN 17: Let C, and Cp be pre-closures. If and
Cp are totally commutative (i.e., C^‘^Cp^ = Cp^C^^ for all 
ordinals a,3), then (G^ U  Cp)^ =  C^^Cp^ for any ordinal a, 
with equality if a is a limit ordinal.
Froof: By transfinite induction we demonstrate that
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= 0-^C^, and t’aen the conclusion is 
immediate from Proposition 16. Suppose equality 
holds for some particular ordinal o;. Then 
= (by
total commutativity), how suppose (C^Cp)^ = Ch^Cp^ 
for [3 < a, where a is a limit ordinal. Then from
Ci^ 'C2  ^ ^  P<&, it follows that
(CiCg)^ < = 01^02^ for all so (C^C^)^ <= (CpC,)?
For inclusion in the other direction, we have first 
Ci^ Cgt" S  (C^Cp)°^ for p<%, and thus Ç ( C . C ^
and by total commutativity ç  (ChCg)^, so
CgG^l^ <= (C^Cg)".
COROLLARY 17.1: Suppose C., and C.. are totally commutative.
Then (C^
COROLLARY 17.2: If are pairwise totally commuta­
tive, then for a sufficiently large we have (C^  U . . .  (Jc )
_ p ot ^ cx 
“ 1 * * n *
PROLOSITION 13: If C. and Cp are algebraic pre-closures
with C^Cg S  CpC^, then (C, (J Cp)^ = C ^  C^ ,
Proof: C^Cg s  CpO, implies C^ "^  S  (C^Cp)^ c  Cp' C^^ ^
a
for n finite. Therefore (C^Cp)^ ç
U n < oo} ^  C^ . Since (C^Cp)^ is
a closure by Proposition 10, it follows that
e  (C^C^r. 'Therefore = C ^ C ^ ,
so by Propositions 10 and 15 we have the conclusion.
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C0R0ILA5Y 18.1: If is a family of algebraic pre-
closures'’'vvith C.. c  C.C^ for i < j, tben (C^ U ... U
- r—  V /  «a 1
PROPOSITION 19: If and Cp are closures and S  CgC^,
then (C^ U ç  CpC^ for all a, with equality if a =
o(c^u Cg).
Proof: Straightforward.
la the more commoaly studied lattice (L, V ,A ) of 
closures there have beea questioas of considerable importaace 
iavolviag the relatioaship of supremum aad compositioa which 
caa be phrased as follows: if we close a collectioa of 
elemeats uader two properties, when is this equivalent to 
closing them uader the first property followed by closing 
them uader the second property? In L this would translate 
into: when does C-, V  Cp - CpC^? Pe nave just seen that 
^  CgC^ is a sufficient condition (and olearly nec­
essary) (also see e.g. [20]). Another formulation for 
dealing with this question is given by the following 
simple generalization of a theorem due to Baumann and 
Pfanzagl [1]:
PROPOSITION 20: If C,C^,...,G^ are algebraic pre-closures
satisfying the inequalities C.c‘^ ^ ( C  U C- (J . . . (J C. -, )^
1 J. J.
•(C^ U ... U Cv)^, then (C U C-, U ‘ U C,_ )"^  =
u ... Lf c^ )'^ .
Proof: -L’lrst we show that for any integer m, C.^C is
contained in 0^(0^ U . U C. [T', for 1 < i < k.
But this will easily follow from noting that
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C'^(C^U ... = ( C U C ^ U  ...
• (C^ U ... U . As an easy consequence 
(C^U ... ... U C ^ r ,  and
then from Proposition 18 we have the conclusion.
The chapter will conclude with a couple of remarks on 
the lattice L of closure operators.
PROPOSITION 21: The family of enary closures is closed in
L with respect to finite supremum.
Proof: Suppose C and are N^-ary and Ng-ary respec­
tively. Let N = max(N .Ng)- Then c  (C U C*)^ 
implies S= (C U i.e. 0 S  (0 U C^)^.
Likewise (C U 0*^)^. Thus (0 U ^
(C U 0*).^ ,^ i.e., (C U is N-ary.
PROPOSITION 22: If is a family of N-ary closures
for a given integer N, then '/{C^: asàj is also N-ary. 
Proof: For a given member C of the above family we
have (0 ).T S  ( ViC^ : aeA J and thus C is con-
Cm
tained in ( V fC^: asA j which easily leads to
U as/ij Ç. ( ]/ as A j and since the
right hand side of this inequality is a closure we 
have ( V  as A } ) ^  ( V  {C^: asAj i.e.,
V [ C ^ : asA] iIS an iJ-ary closure.
GÏÏAf TülR II
1. Extensions and Restrictions 
of Pre-closure Spaces 
In the formal study of any particular species of 
mathematical systems we are interested in knowing what 
properties of the systems will be inherited by subsystems, 
and what desirable properties we might gain by embedding 
in a larger system. We will consider the same questions 
with respect to pre-closures.
Since the fundamental set 3 will no longer be fixed, 
define a pre-closure space as an ordered pair (C,S), where 
C is a pre-closure on S. Suppose (C,S) and (Cj^ ,S^ ) are two 
pre-closure spaces. If there is a one-one mapping from S 
into 3^, say <?, such that for any A contained in 3 we have 
cpC(A) = C^((p(A)) fl q(S), then (C^,S^) will be called an 
extension of (0,3), and (0,3) will be called a restriction 
of (0^,3^). In what follows we can assume without loss of 
generality that 3 is a subset of 5n, and the condition 
defining an extension is simply Cd(A) H  3 = 0(A). 
PROPOSITION 1: If (00,3^) is a topological pre-closure 
space, then any restriction (0,3) is topological.
Proof: C(A U 3) = C^(A U 3) fl S = (C^(A) U C^(B)) fl 3 
= (0]^ (A) n  S) U  (0^(3) n  3) = C(A) U  0(3). 
PROPOSITION 2: If (C^,S^) is an )\ pre-closure space,
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then any restriction (C,3) is an pre-closure space.
Proof: If X e C(?), then x e Ch(P) D S, so for some Q
contained in F we have x e C.(Q) f) S, where the 
cardinality of Q is less than , i.e., x e C(Q).
7/e can rephrase the above two propositions to say that 
any pre-closure space which is not topological (or ) can­
not be extended to a pre-closure space which is topological 
(or ). The following proposition is the most important 
of this section in view of the representation theorem for 
operational closures which will be proved later.
PROPOSITION 3: Every algebraic closure space (0,8) can be
embedded in an N-ary closure space (0^ ,3^ )^ (where N is a 
positive integer greater than two). Further, if S is at 
least denumerable, then can be chosen so that it has 
the' same cardinality as S.
Proof: Let (0,8) be an algebraic closure space and N a
positive integer, N > 2. If P is a finite subset
of 8, let n(P) = %  o(P) = [ § ^ J  (i.e., o(F) is
the greatest integer less than or equal to ) •
PLet Xj. ,,...,xt be an ordering of the elements
— Pof ±\ Add new elements x^  . to 8, where 1 < i <o(P),
1 < j < n(I) - i(N-l), and designate the set 8 (J
C
1 xt .: P is a finite subset of 8, 1 < i < o(P),
 ^? J
1 < j < n(P) - i(N-l)j by 8^. Define a set 
function cpp from 3^ to 8^ as follows:
^p(^^i,k+l''"'^i,k+N^  ^ ^^i+l,k+l-^ for 0<i<cr(P)
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and 0 < k < n(P) - (i+l)(N-l),
0 < j < n(P) - = C(P)
cpp(R) = R for all other R contained in S^.
Rext we define a function cp from to by 
cp(R) = Ufcpp(Rp): R^ ^  R, P a finite subset of Sj 
Ü R.
Clearly cp is extensive and isotone, i.e., cp is a 
pre-closure, and indeed an N+1 pre-closure.
Let Q be a subset of S and suppose x e cp(Q) f] S.
Then either x £ Q or for some finite subset P of S
we have x is in cpp(Qp) where ^  Q, and if x is
not in Qp, then P = and x e C(Q,). Now by in­
duction we will show that x e cp’^(Q) f) 8 implies x 
is in C(Q) for any positive integer n. Suppose 
the assertion is true for cp^ (Q) H  S. Then if
X £ n  S, either x e Q or for some finite
P contained in S, x is in cp^ (Rp) D  S, where 
Ep ^tp'^(Q). We will consider three cases, (i) 
Suppose Rp C  3 and Ep / P. Then x £ Rp, so
X £ cp^ (Q) and by the induction hypothesis x £ C(Q).
(ii) Rp S  S and Rp = P. Then x £ cp^ (P) which
implies x £ C(P) . Now P c  cp^ (Q) implies xi . £
Î J
cp^’CQ), 1 < j < n(P), and by the induction hypothesis
Xq ,j £ C(Q) for 1 < j < n(P), i.e., P S  C(Q). But
then G(P) S  C(Q), so x £ C(q). (iii) Rp ^  S.
Then x £ co_(R, ) f l S imnlies R. =
P 1 - 1 o\rJ, J
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1 < ü < n(F) - a(P)(N-l)J and a(P) > 1 ,  i.e.,
P
cCP),j
This necessarily implies j E cp^~^(Q),
1 < j < n(P) - (a(P)-l)(N-1), and in a finite num­
ber of steps we have x?  ^ e 1 < j < n(P),
i.e.; P S  (Q). But now the induction
hypothesis applies (since P —  S) and we have
E C(Q) for 1 < j < n(P), i.e. P S  C(Q), so 
C(P) <S C(Oj. Now X is in cpp(R^ ) f) 3 implies x 
is in C(P), and thus x e C(Q).
Thus for all q S  s, (p^ (Q) 0 S S C ( q )  for n =
1,2,.... Now define to be cp*^. By Proposition
1 3, Chapter I we see that 0^ is an N+l-ary closure, 
and from the above results C^(q) f] S S  C(q) for 
all Q contained in S.
Suppose now that Q <= 3 and x e C(Q). Then for 
some finite P contained in Q, x s C(P). Now, for 
1 < j < n(P) - IT 1 we have
Xf,^ £ j , ' ' ' '-^ 0 , j+N-1^^ —  cp(q)
S  C(q) Thus ip( I xf 1 < j < n(P)-N+l } ) S
C. (q), which implies Xp . is a member of C-, (Q) for 
m —ft] J-
1 < j < n(P)-2(N-l), and in a finite number of steps
we have x^^p^ . e C^(q) for 1 < j < n(P)-c(P)(N-l),
thus C(P) = l<j<n(P)-o(P)(N_l)}) S
9(f 1 < j < n(P) - o(P)(N-l) } )
Therefore x £ C(q) implies x £ C-,(Q), so C(q) S
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C.(Q) n s. Combining this with, the above gives
C(Q) = C^(Q) f] 3, which means (C^,S.) is the desired
extension of (C,S).
Finally, in the construction of 3. we adjoined
to each finite subset of 3 a finite number of new
elements, so if o > , then 3 = S..— / \ o _L
COROLLARY : Let (C,S) be an algebraic closure space. Then
(C,S) has an operational extension (Cl,3^) if and only if 
C(P) is countable for all finite subsets F.
Proof: Suppose there is a finite P such that C(P) is
not countable. Let (C^.S^) be an extension of (C,S). 
Then C., (P) (13 = C(P) implies G^(P) is not countable, 
so (C^,S^) cannot be operational.
Conversely, suppose C(P) is countable for each 
finite P. Let (0^ ,3-,) be the extension constructed 
in Proposition 5, and suppose lù is a finite sub­
set of S^. Clearly p_(P^) is countable for each 
finite P contained in 3. and from this we have p(?-, ) 
is countable. Low suppose R is any (countable) 
subset of p(P\). Tien u(R) = (jfPp(P-|): R-, —  R,
P is a finite subset of S}, and since only a count­
able number of the R^  have cardinality :T. it followsX
that p(R) is countable. Then by a simple induction 
we have ip~^ (p^ j is countable, so C^(P\) is countable,
i.e., C-i is operational.
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FROFOSITION 4 : An N-ary closure space (C,S) can be extended
to an operational closure space if and only if (C,S) is an 
operational closure space.
Proof; (Apply the proceeding corollary.)
PROPOSITION 3: The restriction of an enary closure is not
necessarily enary.
Froof: Combine the results of Proposition 5 ^ith the
second example in the proof of Proposition 15, 
Chapter I.
PROPOSITION 6: The restriction of an operational closure
space is not necessarily operational.
Proof: (Same as above.)
PROPOSITION 7: The restriction of any of the special
closure operators to a closed subset (i.e., a subset P 
such that C(?) = P) yields the same kind of closure.
Proof: 'tVe have already proved it for topological and
)\ closures. So suppose (Ch,5^) is an /V-ary 
closure and Pc is a closed subset. Let (C.Ph) be 
the restriction to ?,, and suppose Q is a subset 
of P^. Then C(Q) = C^(^)/lp^. But C^(q) CC^(P^) 
= ?^, and thus = (C^)^^'^(q) for any ordinal
a, and thus ir follows that C is 3v^-ary. .Vith 
this we can easily see that the operational prop­
erty is ^reserved.
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2. Algebraic Homomorphisme, Congruences 
and Hactor Spaces 
The theory of algebraic closure homomorphisins will be 
patterned after the theory of homomorphisme of algebraic 
systems. In particular, from the property that algebraic 
homomorphisms map subalgebras onto subalgebras we abstract 
and give the following definition. Suppose (C,3) and (G,S.) 
are closure spaces and-cp is a map from S into 3^ such that 
cp(C(A)) = G^(cp(A)) for all A contained in S. Then we will 
call (p an algebraic closure homomorphism and we use the 
obvious generalizations of isomorphism, homomorphic image, 
etc. For the remainder of this chapter we will drop the 
word algebraic and simply speak of closure homomorphism. 
TROFOSITION 8: (i) Compositions of homomorphisms are homo­
morphisms, and (ii) inverse and direct images of closed 
subsets are closed under homomorphisms.
Proof: Part (i) is straightforward. So suppose cp is
a closure homomorphism from (C,S) to (0^,3,). Tne 
direct image of a closed subset of 3 is a closed 
subset of 3^ as is clear from the definition of 
a closure homomorphism. Let us now consider the 
inverse image of a closed subset of 3,, say 
cp~^(G^(A^) ), where A^ is any given subset of 3^.
Then we have C(m“^(C^(A^)) S  p'^pCCç'^C^CA.))
= cp Oj^cp(cp C^(a^)) cp (A-| ) = cp C-^ ,
and thus (p” (^C-, (An) is closed.
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Now, for any mapping cp from S to 3^ vc'e have cp~^ cp is 
a topological closure operator on S since cp~^ cp(A U B) = 
cp (^cp(A) U  cp(B)) = cp~^ cp(A) U  p~^cp(B). Another important 
property of cp~^ cp is that if we view it as a subset of S % 8, 
then it is an equivalence relation. (As a side remark we 
can easily see that- any relation on 3, considered as a set 
mapping, is a topological pre-closure, and this immediately 
leads to the possibility of studying the uniform structures 
of topology in terms of filters in the lattice X  0  Bet 
us denote the family of equivalence relations on 8 by 
^(8). The equivalence relations on a closure space (C,8) 
which are formed as above by closure homomorphisms will be 
called closure congruences, and the family of congruences 
for (C,S) will be denoted by ,%C,8). The next three 
propositions will give an axiomatic characterization of
FR0FO8ITI0N 9 : If we let E be the equivalence relation
associated with the closure homomorphism cp, i.e,, 2 = cp~^ 9.
:hen, we necessarily have = no .
Proof: Since cp is a closure homomorphism, then cpC = C^ cp,
Thus p-C((p "^cpO = C-|cp('p~‘^cp) = C-|Cp = çC. So we have 
cp c^pCcp *cp = cp*'^ cpC, i.e,, ECE = EC.
Prom this proof we will see that not every equivalence 
E on a closure space (C,S) can be written in the form cp” “ cp 
for some closure homomorphism cp (i.e., /^(C,8) is properly 
contained in ^(8). Let 8 = fl,2,5}, E = [(1,2),(2,1)} U
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A  (where A  is the diagonal relation), and define C(Il})
= fl], otherwise C(P) = S. 'Then SC(fl}) = fl,2}, whereas 
ECE(fl]) = 3.
Next we will see that the identity ECE = EC actually 
characterizes the class of congruences auong the class of 
equivalence relations by proving a direct parallel of the 
fundamental homomorphism theorem of general algebra. 
F30P0SITI0IT 10: Let (0,3) be a closure space and E an
equivalence relation on 3 such that ECE = EC. Let 3^  = S/E, 
and define to be the set mapping pCy,~^ , where y. is the 
canonical map from 3 to 3^. Then C-, is the unique closure 
on 3^ such that y is a closure homomorphism with congruence
Proof: Let A,B be subsets of 3^. Then C.(A) = yCy~*(A)
3  ]i]i ^A = A, and if A S  B, tnen ]i~~A u~^B,
so C(y"^A) <SC(y'^3), thus yCy'-(A) S  yCy"^(B), 
and thus C^(A) c  C^(B). Finally, C^C^(A) = 
yCy"\cy"^(A) = yy"\cy"\cy"^(A) = yECECy"^(A)
= yECCy'^(A) = yECy~^(A) = yy"^yCy"^(A)  ^y,Cy“^(A)
= Ch(A). Therefore 0^  is a closure operator. Now, 
to verify that y is a closure homomorphism we have 
C^y = yCy “y = yCE = yy~“yCE = yECE = ySC = yy~^yC 
= yC. 'The uniqueness of follows from the fact
that yC = C^y implies yCy~^ = C-,yy~^ = 0-, .
PROPOSITION II: If (0,3) is a closure space and E e ^(3),
then the following ari
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(i) E belongs to ^(0,8)
(ii) ECE = EC
(iii) CEO = EG
(iv) CE S  EC
Proof: (i) implies (ii) by Proposition 9* Suppose (ii)
is true. Then ECE = EC implies ECEC = SGC = EC.
But from EC ç  CEC S  ECEC we can conclude CEC = EC,
i.e., (iii) is true. (iii) clearly implies (iv) 
and from (iv) we in turn obtain (ii) immediately. 
Finally, by Proposition 10 we have (ii) implies 
that (i) is true.
We see that CE = EC is too strong by the example:
8 = fl,2,3), C({lf) = C(f2}) = C({1,2?) = fl,2f, otherwise 
C(P) = S; 3^ = fl,2j, C^(P) = P for all P contained in 8^;
cp(l) = 1, cp(2) = cp($) = 2. Also CEC = ECE is too weak by
the example: 3 = fl,2,$j, E = (jf(1,2), (2,1)] , and define
= 111, C(P) = S otherwise.
Prom statements (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 11 we 
easily see that if S e .^(0,8), then EC is a closure opera­
tor, whereas CE may not be (otherwise from (ii) we have
CAGE - CEC, and then CE - CEC which with (iii) would give 
CE = EC ).
Using the laws of Proposition 11 we see that if E is 
in y%(C,S), then using the two operations C and E on S we 
can construct at most five distinct sets, namely P, C(P),
I
EC(P), E(?) and CE(P). r. natural question to ask is: Is it
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possible to find a closure space (C,S) and a congruence
2 e ^ (C,S) such that for some F the above five sets are
distinct? (The question is an obvious rewording of a well- 
known problem in topology using the Kuratowski closure 
operator and complementation.) The answer is shown to be 
in the affirmitive by the following. Let S = {l,2,3,4j , 
C(fl2) = c(f3j) = C(Sl,3f) = C(F) = fl,2,3? if 2,
but not 4, is in P, and if 4 is in F define C(F) to be S. 
Then with 2 = (J/(1,2), (2,1), (3,4), (4,3)J we have 
2C2(P) = 2C(F) = S for all F. so 2 s Now,
choosing P to be the singleton ïl], then C(P) = fl,5ls 
2C(P) = 8 , 2(P) = h,2?, and C2(P) = fl,2,$;, giving the 
desired five sets.
PROPOSITION 12: Suppose 2 is a member of ^(S). Then the
family of G in L such that 2 s /^(C,S) is a complete sub­
lattice of L.
Proof: Let be a subfamily of L such that 2 is
in each /^(0,S). Then (/\ asAj) = ( A [C^:
asA}) ^  n D-a' = 2 ( fj {C^.-asA } ) =
L’( A  fC^: asA } ), so 2 is in asA J ).
To show that we nave closure under arbitrary 
supremum, first note that (i) if C is in L and 
02 S. 20, then 0^2 <= 20^ for any ordinal a, and
(ii) if 0^ a L for b s B, then 2( U bsB } ) =
U bsSj , Prom these two facts we easily
deduce that if is a subfamily of L such
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that E is in each ^(C^,S), then ( (J fC : aeA})S 
= ( U  iC^E: aeAj ) S  ( U {SC^: asA} ) = E( fJ iC^: 
aeA }), and thus ( V [G^: asA J)S = ( U £C^: aeA|)^EcL Ol
^  E( U  {C^: aeA } = E( \/ £c^: aeA } ), where a =
0( u  aeA }).
Although ^(S) can be canonically embedded in X or L, 
it does not form a sublattice of either. (One should be 
careful not to confuse the intersections of members of ^(S) 
considered as subsets of S X S with the intersections of the 
same considered as members of X •) Still, we have: 
PROPOSITION 1 5 : ^(0) is closed in L under arbitrary
supremum.
Proof: Let E^ e ^(S) for a in A. By Proposition 6 ,
Chapter I, it follows that ü£s^: aehj is a 2 pre­
closure, and since cv is regular, then V{e^: aek} 
is a 2 closure. Now we only need to show that if 
( V I'E^ : asA])({x}) fl ( V  {E^: asA|)({y|) ji gf, 
then ( V  ÎE : aeAi)({x|) = ( V i'E : aeA})(€y})o 
So suppose we have such a non-empty intersection. 
Then for some positive integer n, ( U asAj)^(x)
n ( (J aeA})^(fy|) ^ 0 which, since the E^  ^are
topological, implies E «••E (fx|)f|
1 n
E, • • *E, (lyj) ^ ^ for some choice of subscripts 
°1 °n
a^ ,^. =. ,a^,b^,.. . ,b^. Prom this we can easily see 
that X is a member of (E„ •••! S, •«•E, )(fyl)
A  A
which is contained in ( (J E ) ([y}), and this in
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turn is contained in ( V  £E^: aôAj)(îy}), and by 
symmetry we can conclude the desired equality, and 
thus it follows that V{5^: asA? s $ (S).
In general is not closed under finite supremum
or finite infimum in the lattice ^(S), and even the con­
dition that Û be an closure is not sufficient. 
PROPOSITION 14: If (0,3) is an algebraic closure space,
Æ(C,S) is closed under arbitrary supremum in ^(S).
Proof: Let 2^ be a subset of /^(C,S) for a in I, and
we can assume without loss of generality that I is 
an initial segment of the ordinals. Then an easy 
induction establishes the inequalities 
UlE^rael} S  n ael] U : ael }
and this gives for each finite n the inequality
From the fact that is in ^(C,G) another easy 
induction leads to ael})^ ç. (p^E :&El})^C,
so G( U asl])^ ^G(p{E^:a£l})’^ ç  
(u {E^: nsl})^C S ( U aslj) C. Now from the
fact that C is algebraic we can conclude G( U 
CLEljr U { E ^ :  ü E l i r c ,  i . e . ,  0 ( \ / { E ^ : a E l } )
S. ( V {Bq,: a£l})C, so VfE^: ael} is a member 
of
If (C,S) is an algebraic closure space, then if we use 
the partial ordering of ^  on ^(C,S) we see that /^(C,3) 
is a comolete lattice.
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The following proposition gives a nice translation 
property which will bo important in the representation 
theorem involving congruences.
PROPOSITION 1$: Suppose E is a congruence for (G,S). If
P and Q are subsets of S satisfying S(P) = R(Qj, then for 
any x in C(P) there is a y in C(Q) such that x2y.
Proof: Note that G(P) S  CE(?) S  CE(Q) =  5C(Q).
The following formulations of the isomorphism theorems 
of S. Noether (see [6] ) will show how closely the theory 
of closure spaces reflects that of universal algebras. 
PROPOSITION 15: Let p be a closure homomorphism from (C,S)
to (C^,S^). Then if E is a congruence on (0,8) which is
contained in the kernel of cp (i.e., in cp~^ cp), then there is 
a unique homomorphism a from S/E to such that cp = op, 
where p is the canonical homomorphism from S onto S/E. 
Proof: (An easy rewording of the proof on page 60 of 
[6]).
PROPOSITION 17•• Let (0,8) be a closure space, and A a 
closed subset of S. If S is a congruence on (G,S), then
(A,Ci)/E^ %(2A,:2)/32
where and .S-j are respectively C and I restricted to A,
G2 and Zg are G and E restricted to SA.
Proof: Let p be the canonical map from S onto S/E.
Then, with u^ being the restriction of p to A we
have Im(p^) is SA/Sg, and since the kernel of p,
is A, Proposition 16 gives the result.
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PROPOSITION 18: Let (0,3) be a closure space and 3^,Eg
two congruences such that S  Eg. Then there is a unique 
homomorphism cp from S/E^ to S/Eg such that (nat E.)y = 
nat Eg (where nat means the canonical map to the factor 
space). If ker(cp) = Eg/E-,, then Eg/Eg is a congruence on 
S/E^ and cp induces an isomorphism
o: (S/E^)(Eg/E]^)-»8/Eg 
such that cp = (nat Eg/S^)o.
Proof: (Same as the proof of Theorem 3 - H  of [6] on page
61).
3. Representation Theorems 
In this section we will be concerned with filling in 
the various kinds of closures with general algebras, so we 
will begin with the new notation and definitions needed.
A mapping f from a finite Cartesian product of S into 3 will 
be called finitary. If ? is a family of finitary maps, 
then (3,P) will be called an algebra (or abstract algebra). 
An algebra (S,P) is N-ary if every operation belonging to 
P is at most N-ary. The mapping C defined by C(P) = "the 
smallest subset of S containing P and closed under the
elements of is an algebraic closure. The closure so
defined is called the closure induced by (3,F). Conversely, 
given a closure C, then any algebra whose induced closure 
is C will be called an algebraic representation of C (or of 
the closure space (C,3)). For the sake of completeness the
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first two propositioas will state known results.
PROPOSITION 19: (Jürgen Schmidt). A closure 0 is induced 
by an algebra if and only if C is algebraic.
PROPOSITION 20. (Edward Aarczewski). A closure is induced 
by an N-ary algebra if and only if it is N-ary.
PROPOSITION 21: Let C be an algebraic closure. Then C has
an algebraic representation by some (S,P) with P finite if 
and only if 0 is operational.
Proof: Assume 0 has an algebraic representation by
(S,P) with F finite. Let M be the maximum n such 
there is an f in F and f is n-ary. Then for all 
P contained in 8 define Ch(P) = Uff(P^): feP, 
domain (f) = S^} U P. (Jurgen Schmidt uses this 
particular pre-closure in [I?])- If Q, < M, then
C.(Q) < (F)(h^)+M. Let the latter expression be 
L. Nithout much difficulty we can show Proposition 
14 applies, so 0 is operational.
For the converse assume that 0 is operational 
with index N. Then let C., M and L satisfy the 
conditions of Proposition 14, Chapter I. For all 
such that < L let a ^ ^ , a-. ^  be some fixed 
ordering of the elements of CA(Q), where the ele­
ments of Ch(Q) may appear more than once so that 
the sequence has L members, and (2) all the 
elements of Ch(Q) must appear in the sequence.
Then define the finitary functions f • from 3"" to S
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for 1 < i < L by (x^, c o o ,Xjj) = a. ^  where % is the 
set of elements f x ^ , o . » , x ^ ,  |  . (Note that the 
operations have been chosen symmetric). Also add 
the nullary functions a^^,...,a»^ (if they exist).
Now using property (ii) of Proposition 14, 
Chapter I it follows readily that C4(P) =
U  f^j_(p^ ): 1 < i < hi U  1 < i < Mj, and
then from property (i) we can verify that G is 
induced by (3,P), where of course F is the set
|f^: 1 < i < l}, and therefore C has an algebraic
representation with F finite.
Prom the proof of Proposition 21 we see that an oper­
ational closure with index N has a representation by an 
algebra (S,P) where F has at most N+2+2*'^ ''’^  ^(N+1) maps, and 
each of the maps are (N+l)-ary. Tne following example will 
show that Proposition 21 provides a simple necessary and 
sufficient condition for an important class of closures to 
have an algebraic representation by an algebra (S,F) with 
F finite. Let 3 be a lattice, and for ? a subset of S, let 
C(P) be the filter generated by P (i.e., the least filter 
containing ?). Then C has an algebraic representation by 
an algebra with a finite number of maps if and only if for
each X in S the set C(fx}) is countable. To show this we
CO
need only note that C = C- , and for x.y in S it is true 
that Cj(fx,y}) is equal to C^(inf(x,y)). Prom the remark 
following Proposition 21 we see that if we have such a
representation, then ? need consist of at most 27 ternary 
maps.
PROPOSITION 22: Suppose E is a congruence for the closure
space (C,S), where C is algebraic. Then there is an 
abstract algebra (S,P) such that the induced closure is C 
and such that E is a congruence for (S,P) in the sense of 
general algebra.
Proof: Por each finite set Q, and each x in 0(3,) define
the map f^ ^ by:A
^-n^ "
where £ E(Q), is not in Q, for some k, 
and y is some element in C({q-, ,, . ., q^l) which 
is equivalent to x as guaranteed by Proposition
15,
^9,x(^l''"'^n^ = otherwise.
Then letting P = {f,~^ : Q S  3. x s 3 } we haveX
the desired algebra.
COROLLÂRÏ: Let q be a homomorphism from the algebraic clo­
sure space (0,3) onto the closure space (03,8,). Then we 
can fit the spaces (0,3) and (O, ,8.) with algebraic struc­
tures such that p is an algebraic homomorphism and the 
algebraic structures induce the respective closure spaces.
Proof: ïïe consider the congruence on (0,3) and
apply Proposition 22 to obtain an algebra (3,P) 
which induces (0,3) and for which is a con-
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gruence in the sense of general algebra for (3,?). 
Then we define an algebra (S-, on by requiring 
that g G if and only if there is an f s P such 
that yf(Xi,...,Xp) = g(9(x2),...,9(Xa)) for all
in S. '.vith this it is easy to show that 
(S-| ,?^) induces (C^,S^) and that cp is an onto 
homomorphism from (S,F) to (3^,P^).
In conclusion it might be appropriate to remark that 
much of this paper was motivated by studying the possibil­
ities of a finite functional axiomatisation of a logic in 
the spirit of Tarski’s study of the possibility of com­
pleting a consistent theory [21j, and later by an interest 
in using closures to circumscribe some important aspects 
of general algebras.
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